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Theory of electron nematic order in LaFeAsO!
Chen Fang, Hong Yao, Wei-Feng Tsai, JiangPing Hu, and Steven A. Kivelson!

Phys. Rev. B 77, 224509 – Published 20 June 2008!

Of course, the big issue of the day is whether the physics 
of high temperature superconductivity in the rare-earth 
oxypnictides is related to that in the cuprates.!

Why are Fe and Cu  special ?  
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Cuprates 

     !

•  Why is CuO2  layer  so special?!

Both Cu and O seem to be irreplaceable! !
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Octahedron, Perovskite structure  and Cuprates 

     !• Single d-orbital: dx2-y2  !

• The dx2-y2  orbital has the 
highest energy in the d 
shell!

•  Separation between t2g 
and Eg orbitals!

• Jahn-Teller distortion 
(c>a=b) lows dz

2!

!
• d9 is unique to achieve 
high Tc!

!

dx2-y2  orbital, which is responsible for the largest 
superexchange AFM interaction, is isolated to carry the 
electronic physics !!!



Challenge	in	the	quest	of	the	special	part	of		iron-
based	superconductors	

•  Multi-orbital systems!

•  Fe is in the middle of the 
periodic table for the 3d 
transition metal elements!

•  Anion is replaceable: !
         S, Se, As, P,Te!
!
•  complex interactions!



		Fe	is	very	special!	

Cr, Mn, Co, Ni, Cu!
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Tetrahedron and iron-based superconductors 
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•  	Analyzing	local	electron	environment	of	Fe	needs	to	include	the		NN	Fe	
atoms.	

•  		Short	distance	between	two	NN	Fe	
•  Direct	chemical	bonding	between	two	NN	Fe	
•  Large	coupling	between	Eg	(dx2-y2)	and	t2g	(dxz/yz)	orbitals	
					

Local electronic structure  in iron-based superconductors!
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Understanding electronic structure of  iron-based 
superconductors 

J.Hu and NN Hao, PRX 2, 021009 (2012)!

dxy ! d*xy!

dx2-y2/d*x2-y2!
!
Anti-Bound!
!

dx2-y2/d*x2-y2!
Bound state!
!

dz2!

•  Fe2+  is special! !
•  Strong t2g and Eg orbital hybridization!
•  Two pure dxy-type orbitals are!
     isolated near Fermi Energy!!
•  Two dxy orbital models can capture 

electronic structures near Fermi Energy.!

Local levels at Fe!



Why	Fe	is	special?	

Cr, Mn, Co, Ni, Cu!

•   Next nearest neighbor(NNN) AFM coupling reaches maximum with Fe!
•   Stripe AFM order for Fe!
•   Checkerboard AFM for Cr and Mn, but do not support superconductivity!
•   Co, Ni, Cu: nonmagnetic or weak ferromagnetic!

J2!
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•  Rareness:    !
   a. Symmetry requirement: matching，collaboration!
    between local cation-anion complexes, global lattice!
    symmetry and doping level！!
 !
    b. Chemistry limitation: atom sizes, limited cation-!
        anion complexes!
     !

•  Uniqueness:  Cu and Fe are irreplaceable  in their 
corresponding families!

!

Those d-orbitals with the strongest in-plane d-p couplings!
have to be isolated near Fermi energy! !
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Cuprates vs iron-based superconductors 

     !
•   Octahedral: d9 is 
unique to achieve 
high Tc!

!
!
•  Tetrahedral: d6 is 
unique to achieve!

  high tc!
!
!
•  ?!
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Prediction: Possible new high Tc Superconductors(I) 

     !

•   Triangular Bipyramidal—five coordinations: d7 is 
unique to achieve high Tc!

     !

 JP Hu et al, Phys. Rev. X 5, 041012 (2015) Arxiv:1506.03904!
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Prototype From Triangular Bipyramidal 

     !
     !

YMnO3!    YNiO3!

The isolation of the  orbital is protected by  symmetry.!
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Pairing Symmetry and Tc 

     !
     ! •    S-wave has 

little weight!
!
•  d+id has very 

large weight!
!
•  Energy Scale:!

Cuprates!
!
Ni/Co-based!
!
iron-based!
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Prediction: Possible new high Tc Superconductors(II) 

J.Hu and CongCong Le,   arxiv: 1611.02835(2016)!

Fe2+! Co2+!
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Prediction: Possible new high Tc Superconductors(II) 

J.Hu and CongCong Le, Sci. Bull. 62 212 (2017)  !

ZnS! ZnCoS2!

ZnCo(S,Se)2!
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Prediction: Possible new high Tc Superconductors(II) 
A bridge and unifier of cuprates and iron-based SCs 

J.Hu and CongCong Le, Sci. Bull. 62 212 (2017)  !
arxiv: 1611.02835(2016), arXiv:1702.07517 !

Prediction: !
•  Similarity to Cuprates:   d-wave, Mottness!
•  Similarity to iron-based superconductors:!
             Multi-orbital, nematicity!
•     Maximum Tc should be higher than iron-based  

superconductors!
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Possible candidates: BaCoSO(Oxychalcogenides) 

CC Le,  SS Qin and JP Hu,  arxiv:1612.03470 (2016), arXiv:1702.08304(2017)!
!

Co(Se,S)4!

Co(Se,S)2O2 !
BaCoSO!
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Co/Ni Oxychalbogenides 

Sign distribution on !
electron doped Fermi !
surfaces of  BaCoSO!

CC Le,  SS Qin and JP Hu,  arxiv:1612.03470 (2016), arXiv:1702.08304(2017)!
!

BaCoSO!
•  Corner shared tetrahedra!
•  d7 filling configuration: Mott 

insulator!
•  AFM Neel temperature over 200K!
•  Lacking of D4h symmetry 

classification,  but Pairing 
symmetry resembles both 
cuprates and iron-based 
superconductors (nodes and 
sign change between two 
pockets)!

•  Challenge: introduce doping?!
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Summary for High Tcs 

     !

•   Octahedral!
•  Corner share!
•  Square Lattice!
•  d⁹, dx²-y²!
•  Cu²⁺!
•  d-wave pairing!

•   Tetrahedral!
•  Edge share!
•  Square 

Lattice!
•  d⁶, dxy, 

dxz/yz!
•   Fe²⁺!
•  s-wave!

•   TBP!
•  Corner share!
•  Trigonal Lattice!
•  d⁷,  dxy/x²-y²!
•  Co²⁺,Ni3+!

•  d+id-wave 
pairing!

•   Tetrahedral!
•  Corner share!
•  Square Lattice!
•  d7!
    dxy, dxz,d yz!
•   Co²⁺,Ni3+!
•  d-wave!



Summary 
•  Iron-based superconductors are  special systems to realize extended-S 

wave 

•  Only AFM couplings induced through anions are important in providing 
pairing. 

•  Orbital distillation rule (Scalapino): Isolating  the d-orbitals that 
strongly participate superexchange is the key to realize high Tc 

•  Special high Tc environments:   realized by the collaboration between 
local cation-anion complexes, global lattice symmetry and doping level  

•  Two high Tc environments to realize possible Co/Ni-based high Tc 

JP Hu et al, Phys. Rev. X 5, 041012 (2015) !
JP Hu and J. Yuan,  Front. of Phys., arXiv:1506.03904!
JP Hu, Sci. Bull., 61, 561 (2016) arXiv:1512.09190!
J.Hu and CongCong Le,  Sci. Bull. 62 212 (2017) arxiv: 1611.02835, arXiv:1702.07517 !
CC Le,  SS Qin and JP Hu, arxiv:1612.03470 (2016), arXiv:1702.08304(2017)!
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